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New York Theatre Company comes to campus 
FORCES'NATURE 
Ptwto Prtwcfcd 
DANCE TROUPE: The Dance Troupe dances to one of the songs that they prepared. 
'Rhythm Legacy'explores impact of sounds 
By Marie Chiche 
1HE   BG  NEWS 
The New York dance company 
Forces of Nature Dance Theatre 
Company will be coming to cam- 
pus on Wed.. Feb. 20 for a lecture 
demonstration and an intermedi- 
ate master dance class. 
The lecture demonstration 
entitled "Rhythm Legacy" will be 
held in Eppler North 222 from 
6:00 to 6:30 p.m. "Rhythm 
Legacy" is a dance theater jour- 
ney that traces and explores the 
impact of African sounds and 
rhythms on dance movements in 
American society . It will be fol- 
lowed by a paying Intermediate 
Master dance Class from 6:30 to 
7:30 p.m. It will cost $5 for mem- 
bers of the University Dance 
Alliance and $7 for non-mem- 
bers. 
"It is an intermediate class, so 
it's not for beginners," said I lalilu 
Osumare, assistant professor in 
the School of Human Movement, 
Sport, and Leisure Studies. She 
added that people who do not 
have the dance level require to 
attend the class could seat in the 
back and observe it at no cost. 
According to Osumare, the 
style of the dance troupe is 
"eclectic." 
"They blend various forms of 
dance into a form of dance the- 
ater," she added. 
Forces of Nature uses different 
performing arts, including mod- 
ern dance, traditional west 
African dance, live and recorded 
music, and the martial arts to cre- 
ate and perform a choreo-dra- 
matic theater. It was founded 
with the mission to develop a lan- 
guage that educates as well as 
empowers through  the viewer 
with the images of the African 
Diaspora: to stress through the 
creative arts the importance of 
living with respect and in harmo- 
ny with nature; and to utilize the 
arts and culture as tools for 
enhancing human services and 
social reform. 
"When you see a full perfor- 
mance by them, you see a full 
range of different dances and 
styles," Osumare said. "It's going 
to add to our understanding of 
the   African   heritage   in   the 
TROUPE, PAGE 2 
Artist dies 
while at U. 
By Usa Bettinger 
THE  BG NEWS 
Artist Peter Voulkos, who 
was credited with founding the 
contemporary clay movement 
in art, died of an apparent 
heart attack on Saturday. 
Voulkos was on campus taking 
part in "Peter Voulkos & 
Friends: A BGSU 
Interdisciplinary Art 
Symposium."   He  was   78- 
years-old. 
"We've been looking for- 
ward to working with him for 
the next two weeks," said Janet 
BaUweg, interim director for 
the School of Art "The stu- 
dents really enjoyed working 
with him." 
"He loved being here," said 
John Balistreri, an assistant 
ARTIST, PAGE 2 
Prison assault 
looked over 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
LEAVfTTSBURG, Ohio — 
Prosecutois have not brought 
charges against inmates even 
though assaults on prison 
guards have increased slightly 
at the state's Trumbull 
Correctional Institutioa union 
officials representing correc- 
tions officers say. 
The prison has had 51 
reported assaults on correc- 
tions officers in the last three 
years, said Walt Patterson, pres- 
ident of the Ohio Civil Service 
Employees Association Local 
11. Fifteen were reported in 
1999,17 in 2000 and 19 in 2001 
at the prison 16 miles north- 
west of Youngstown. 
Though the increase is slight, 
Patterson said he feats it may be 
an indication that prisoners are 
becoming "brave" because they 
think they wiD not be charged 
for assaulting officers. 
Associated Press Prtoto 
CORPSES: A Georgia Bureau of Investigation employee video tapes the recovery. 
New developments in 
case with lost corpses 
By MPoovty 
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER 
NOBLE, Ga. — Grim-faced investiga- 
tors on Monday unearthed dozens more 
corpses scattered around a northwest 
Georgia crematory, finding skeletons 
sealed in vaults and bodies that had been 
dragged into a shed. The count rose to 
130. 
Forcnsics teams said they had identi- 
fied 22 bodies, and agents warned they 
expected to find many more. "1 can't even 
begin to guess" what the total will be, said 
Dr. Kris Speny, the state's chief medical 
examiner. 
Ray Brent Marsh, operator of Tri-State 
Crematory in this rural town 20 miles 
south of Chattanooga, Term., was arrested 
for a second time and authorities filed 11 
new theft-by-deception charges against 
him, bringing the total to 16. 
Marsh, 28, had been arrested Saturday 
and was released from jail Sunday on 
$25,000 bond. He was back in Wfclker 
County jail Monday. A bond hearing had 
not been scheduled because Marsh does 
not have an attorney, chief magistrate 
Jerry Day said. 





By Crag Gilford 
THE 80 NEWS 
University students and faculty members gathered 
outside the Education Building yesterday to speak 
out against "The War on Terrorism" and potential 
conflicts in Iraq. 
BG Peace Net meets daily at 2:15 p.m. to share there 
views with the campus, but yesterday, the group 
brought in speakers and showed a video during the 
peace rally. 
The informal group that began after the United 
States began bombing Afghanistan was joined yester- 
day by members of Amnesty International, Campus 
Greens, Environmental Action Group and Reach Out 
"(BG Peace Net has) felt that ever since the attacks 
the University should understand the government 
and its stance toward tenorism," said Bill Ellis, co- 
organizer of the group and rally. 
Members at the protest wielded signs with mes- 
sages such as "An 83 percent approval rating is not a 
license to kill" and "Bush wants to drop your financial 
aid on Iraq." They were also joined by the University 
drum circle. 
"We're trying to (get across) that there are other 





ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER 
CINCINNATI — Civil rights leaders said Monday 
they will not meet with the city's mayor to discuss 
race relations and their push for an economic boycott 
of the dry. 
Cincinnati officials had invited several civil rights 
groups to attend a community meeting Tuesday. 
Mayor Charlie Luken and Vice Mayor Alicia Reece 
said they planned to listen to the concerns of civil 
rights leaders who have been promoting an econom- 
ic boycott of the city. 
The boycott started after riots broke out in April 
when a white officer fatally shot an unarmed black 
man who had fled police trying to arrest him on mis- 
demeanor charges. 
Officer Stephen Roach was later acquitted in the 
shooting of Timothy Thomas, 19. Roach said he 
thought Thomas was armed and that Thomas did not 
respond to orders to show his hands. 
The boycott has escalated in recent weeks with two 
black entertainers canceling Cincinnati perfor- 
mances. 
At a news conference Monday, several civil rights 
groups, including Coalition for a Just Cincinnati and 
Black United Front, said they would not attend the 
meeting, saying the city is only talking about racial 
problems and not doing anything about them. 
The groups, which include black clergy, are hoping 
to pressure the city to agree to a long list of demands, 
including amnesty for people convicted in last 
spring's riots and more funding for neighborhood 
programs 
"The city's interest, I believe, would be to have us 
call off the sanctions and boycon. But things have to 
change first and that's beyond sitting down and talk- 
ing," said Juleana Frierson, chief of staff for the Black 
United Front 
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More bodies expected to turn up 
CORPSES, FROM PAGE 1 
Calls to Marsh's home and the 
crematory went unanswered 
Monday; voicemail boxes at 
both numbers were full. 
As investigators combed the 
grounds, grief-stricken families 
arrived with urns of ashes, won- 
dering whether loved ones they 
thought had been cremated 
were instead among the corpses. 
Forensics experts studied 51 
urns, and said nine likely con- 
tained powdered cement rather 
than human remains, Sperry 
said. The other 42 appeared to 
be human remains, but it was 
not clear whose, he said. 
"By the hour, this is getting 
bigger and bigger and bigger," 
the medical examiner said. 
"That's the toughest part. We do 
not know, and may never find 
out. the names of many of these 
people." 
Walker County officials said 
they were calling in federal dis- 
aster mortuary teams to help 
erect a mass morgue to sort the 
bodies More than 400 people 
were involved in the investiga- 
tion. 
The new body count of 130 
was up from 97 a day earlier. The 
new finds came after investiga- 
tors opened four vaults hidden 
in a shed and found them full of 
bodies. 
"The skeletons are all inter- 
mingled together," Sperry said. 
The bodies have been discov- 
ered in varying conditions, some 
estimated to be weeks old and 
some decayed for more than a 
decade. Handlers had been "just 
merely dragging them out there 
or dropping them out there," 
Walker County Sheriff Steve 
Wilson said. 
As the body count rose, agents 
said they had begun examining 
the records of Marsh and his 
parents, Ray and Clara Marsh, 
who apparently turned the busi- 
ness over to their son in 1996. 
The elder Marshes have not 
been charged. 
In almost all cases, Tri-State 
Crematory had picked up the 
bodies from funeral homes and 
delivered ashes later in return, 
said Walker County coroner 
Dewayne Wilson, who is not 
related to the sheriff. 
Initially, officials said they 
expected to find as many as 200 
bodies. 
Voulkos excelled 
in his art work 
«WIST, FROM PAGE 1 
professor in the School of Art, 
"This was his favorite place to 
work." 
Balistreri also added that 
\foulkos had been working with 
many of his old friends while he 
was on campus. 
"We're all so blessed that he was 
here," Balistreri said. 
Voulkos was bom in Bozeman, 
Montana on lanuary 29,1924. He 
received his Bachelor of Science 
in Applied Art degree from 
Montana State College in 1951. 
The next year he received his 
Masters in fine art from the 
California College of Arts and 
Crafts in Oakland. 
During his career, Voulkos 
taught at several institutions 
including the University of 
California, Berkeley. Los Angeles 
County Art Institute, Greenwich 
House Pottery, New York 
Teacher's College, and Columbia 
University, Black Mountain 
College in Asheville, North 
Carolina and the University of 
Montana. 
Voulkos had also won several 
awards for his work in sculpture 
including the Ford Foundation 
Purchase Award, a Guggenheim 
Fellowship, the Louise Nevelson 
Award in Art, and the Montana 
Governor's Award for the Arts. 
All of the remaining planned 
events for the symposium have 
been canceled out of respect for 
Voulkos. The symposium was 
supposed to run until March 1. A 
memorial service for Voulkos will 
be held on campus. Details and 
arrangements for the memorial 
have yet to be finalized and they 
will be announced at a later date. 
Dance troupe co- 
founded by alum. 
TROUPE, FROM PAGE 1 
American culture." 
The dance troupe was 
founded in 1981 by Artistic 
Director and 
Choreographer Abdel R. 
Sallam, who has received 
numerous awards for his 
work, and by Executive 
Director Olabamidele 
Husbands, an alumna of the 
University. 
The event is co-sponsored 
by the University dance pro- 
gram,     the     Center     for 
Innovative and 
Transformative Education, 
the Partnerships for com- 
munity Action, the Africana 
Dance Troupe, and the 
Africana Heritage 
Committee. 
"It is something that will 
benefit the Africana Dance 
Troupe since we are trying to 
exhibit dances from Africa 
and the African Diaspora," 
said (amika Starks, ADT sec- 
retary and treasurer. 
"Learning from them will be 
an honor." 
t^30t 
Spring Break in Panama Cify Beach, Florida! 
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Planning a Service 
Event Making it 
Great! 
Wednesday, February 20 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 316 
6-7 PM 
PF 
Community'Service February Workshops 
Free and open to all, attend one or more 
of the sessions! 
Presenters include: Brian Rose, Program 
Director of UCF Center for Spiritual 
and Community Development 
What does it matter? The 
Difference Service Makes! 
Wednesday, Febtuary 27 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 316 
6-7 PM 
How-To Basics of 
r Service 
Beyond the Degree: 
Non-Profits and Volunteer Options: 
a panel discussion focusing on career 
opportunities 
Tuesday, February 12 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 207 
7:00 -8:30 PM 
Presenters from various non-profits 
and volunteer agencies discuss 
career options and answer your questions! 
Presenters include: Tim Tegge, Wood 
County Director lor United Way 
For more information, please contact 
Pete Lafferty 
Office of Campus Involvement 
372-2343, pwlaffe@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved 
Wednesday, February 13 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 316 
6-7 PM 
Presenters include: 
Julie Blondo, Link Team Leader 
Several groups 
participate in rally 
RALLY. FROM PAGE 1 
options and not going into 
killing without trying all other 
options first," said Mary Myers, 
member of Amnesty 
International. 
While the protesters were 
unsure what other options 
there are, they did agree that 
they could be found. 
According to Bill Ellis, co- 
organizer of BG Peace Net, it 
would take a lot of discussion to 
come up with a peaceful agree- 
ment between the United States 
and its enemys. 
"There is a peaceful alterna- 
tive," Ellis said, "I think if every- 
one knew the whole truth, a dia- 
logue of other alternatives could 
happen. Until society knows the 
whole truth, a peaceful alterna- 
tive can't be found." 
Those present at the rally 
had their individual reasons for 
speaking out against the 
attacks the United States have 
perpetuated against 
Afghanistan. 
Joel Wendlend, visiting pro- 
fessor in Ethnic Studies believes 
President George W. Bush has 
alternative movtives for bomb- 
ing afghanistan than just fight- 
ing terrorism. 
"It may have something to do 
with the fact that some of his 
friends are placed in high posi- 
tions in the defense industry 
and stand to make a lot of 
money from it," he said. 
Wendland, as well as Campus 
Greens member Docia 
Buffington said that the media 
has shown too much of a pro- 
war stance and hasn't correctly 
portrayed all the issues involved 
with "The War on terrorism." 
They feel it is up to them and 
others to show other sides. 
"It's important to show there 
are other opinions and we're 
fight'ng for freedom so it's 
important to exercise that free- 
dom," Buffington said. 
Buffington also said she 
doesn't like the fact that the 
United States has caused some 
civilians in Afghanistan their 
lives. 
"Their lives shouldn't be the 
sacrifice for what happened on 





Apartments and Houses 
524 N. Enterprise St. 
Close to campus! 
1 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C 
Starting at S450/mo. 
Bentwood Subdivision 
1453,1454,1459,1460 Brookwood Dr. 
4 Bedroom, Unfurnished, 2 car garage 
Lease 8/15/02-8/12/03 
Starting at $1400/mo. 
GREENBRIAK, INC. 
44S EAST WOOSTER ST. • 3S2-0717 
Thursday, February 21,2002 
DELIVERY ONLY 
SANDWICH #1-6 ONLY 
LIMIT 4 PER DELIVERY/ 
PER ADDRESS 
Each additional sub after first 4 will be sold at retail price 
HOURS 6PM TO 10PM 
Please be patient and kind to our delivery drivers 
WE DELIVER 
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Houston mother accused of drowning kids goes to trial 
By Pam Easton 
THE    ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HOUSTON — Andrea Yates 
had a history of suicide attempts 
and was so psychotic that her 
delusions drove her to drown her 
children in their bathtub, Yates' 
attorney told jurors yesterday as 
her capital murder trial got under 
way. 
Yates suffered from postpar- 
tum depression with psychotic 
features, "the cruelest and most 
severe of mental illnesses," 
defense attorney George 
Pamham said. 
"It takes the very nature and 
essence of motherhood — to 
nurture, to protect and to love — 
and changes the reality," he said. 
Prosecutors seeking the death 
penalty for Andrea Yates agreed 
she suffered from a mental illness 
but contended she was well 
aware her actions were wrong 
when she held each of her chil- 
dren beneath water until they 
could no longer breathe. 
"She knew this was an illegal 
thing," Harris County assistant 
district attorney Joe Owmby said 
during opening statements. "It 
was a sin. She knew it was 
wrong." 
Yates, 37, fidgeted and pulled at 
her fingers as she sat at the 
defense table. She is charged with 
two counts of capital murder for 
the lune 20 drownings of three of 
her five children, ages 6 months 
to 7 years. She has pleaded inno- 
cent by reason of insanity. 
She could wind up in a mental 
institution, prison or on death 
row. 
Pamham said the evidence 
during the expected three-week 
trial will show that psychosis so 
clouded Yates' mind that she did- 
n't know what she was doing, let 
alone that it was wrong. 
"Our experts will tell you that 
the psychosis and the delusions 
that caused a loving mother to do 
what occurred on the 20th of June 
were so severe, that it was so 
long-standing, that Andrea Yates' 
ability to think in abstract terms, 
to give narrative responses, to be 
able to connect the dots, was 
impaired," Pamham said. 
Owmby said there were many 
signs that Yates knew what she 
was doing was wrong. Owmby 
said Yates told police that she 
should go to hell for what she had 
done and that she waited to 
drown the children until her hus- 
band, Russell, left for work 
because he would have stopped 
her. 
"Andrea Yates had a mental ill- 
ness," Owmby said. "She also 
called the police after she killed 
these children." 
lurors heard Yates' 911 call yes- 
terday as testimony began. She 
requested police and an ambu- 
lance and told the dispatcher she 
was "ill," but did not elaborate. 
When dispatcher Dorene 
Stubblefield asked if she was 
alone, Yates said, "No, my kids are 
here." 
During the call, Yates paused 
frequently and breathed heavily. 
Owmby said police arrived at 
the home to find four of the chil- 
dren's bodies on a bed under a 
sheet.   Six-month-old   Mary's 
DfcLyOu know... ^ 
"^%        The  fife  span  Of M W°ud  is  10^ays 
We're filling up fast...Get your apartment 
for next year before it's too late!!! 
Mid Am Manor 
641 Third St. 
702 Third St. 
839 Fourth St. 
Charlestown Apts. 
710 Scott Hamilton 
730 Scott Hamilton 
TAKE $25 OFF 
each months rent for the full term of the lease if 
signed by the end of February for Mid Am Manor & 
Charleston Apartments. , 
Am 
agent ent 
Houses for Rent: 
702 E. Wooster 
702 I/J E. Wooster 
122 '/: Frazee Ave. 
702 I/J Sixth St. 
704 '/a Sixth St. 
Call or stop by our office today! 
Mid Am Management 
641 Third #4 BG 
352-4380 
head was cradled in 5-year-old 
John's arm. Noah, 7. was floating 
face down in the bathtub with his 
arms outstretched. 
Owmby said the children 
struggled for their lives. 
"The breath was taken out of 
their bodies by the defendant, 
Andrea Pla Yates," he said. 
Yates' extensive medical 
records detail her bouts with 
depression and two suicide 
attempts. They also show her fear 
that she might hurt someone and 
a doctor's caution that the couple 
reconsider having more children 
to avoid future psychosis after 
Luke was bom in 1999. 
If Yates is found innocent, a 
hearing will be held at least 30 
days later where she will either be 
released or involuntarily commit- 
ted. 
If found guilty, jurors will have 
to determine if she is a future 
danger to society and if there is 
enough mitigating evidence to 
sentence her to life in prison 




lit Photo Tlw Associated Press 
ON TRIAL Andrea P. Yates is escorted by a police deputy after 
being arraigned before State District Judge Belinda Hill in Houston 
on June 22,2001. 
JUMP IN LINE 
Join the Newlove Family! 
•Undergraduate Housing! 
'Graduate & Professional Housing! 
•No Parental Guarantee! 
•Pets Permitted in Some Rentals! 
Stop by our office for a copy of 
our 2002-2003 Housing Guides and 
we will go through the brochure with 
you to find you the ideal home! 
NEWL°VE 
Rentals 
332 S. Main St. (our only office) 352-5620 
www. nowlovcroiitals.com 




LEAD ONE OF THE 
BEST ORGANIZATIONS ON CAMPUS! 
UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES 
ORGANIZATION 
President 8c Vice President applications 
now available 
in the 
Office of Campus Involvement 
401 Bowen Thompson Student Union 
th 
Applications due by 5:00 pm, February 25 
For more information, call UAO @ 2-2486 
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QUOTErxQion: 
"People demand freedom 
of speech to make up 
for the freedom of thought 
which they can avoid." 
SOREN AABYE KIERKEGAARD (1813-1855) 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
Campaign finance reform essential 
U-Wire Editorial 
Long Beach, Calif. 
Last week, the House of 
Representatives passed a bill that 
will greatly change rules for cam- 
paign financing for the first time 
since 1974. The bill seeks to curb 
millions of dollars in "soft- 
money" donations to political 
parties. 
Unregulated donations by 
unions, corporations and individ- 
uals to political parties have 
grown from $86 million in the 
1992 presidential campaign to 
YOU DECIDE 
Should the rules of cam- 
paign financing be 
changed? 
Go to www.bgnews.com/opinion 
to respond. Results will be 
updated frequently. 
more than $500 million in the 
2000 presidential campaign. 
The just-passed bill will end the 
large, unregulated donations and 
will also ban the use of soft 
money to finance "issue ads" 60 
days prior to an election and 30 
days prior to a primary. 
Campaign finance reform is 
essential to ensure fair elections 
and to be sure that all candidates, 
no matter what their political 
affiliation, have an equal chance 
at running for office. 
Soft money donations have 
become perks for elected officials 
who take full advantage of unreg- 
ulated funding to line their coffers 
for upcoming campaigns. The 
problem is that major party 
members receive more dona- 
tions then lesser party members, 
such as the Libertarian or Green 
parties. 
The bill will now have to go 
before the Senate where some 
members have already said that 
they will aggressively try to stop 
its passage with filibusters. 
Unions and corporations 
assisting in financing political 
campaigns is merely a tool for 
these groups to essentially but 
puppet officeholders. It does 
nothing more than erode at the 
freedom of the people to have a 
fair electorate process and 
lessens the chances of underfi- 
nanced lobbies to make a state- 
ment in the lawmaking process. 
Hopefully, the bill will make it 
through the Senate to the desk of 
President Bush. Bush has made 
statements that he cannot guar- 
antee a veto, which is a nice senti- 
ment. But we fear that with such a 
high approval rating Bush may 
be able to absorb the political 
blow he would take if he does 
veto the campaign finance 
reform bill. Bush must show to 
the American people that he is 
willing to make changes in cam- 
paign financing and not revert to 
the appearance of a big-money- 
backed puppet 
Until campaign finance reform 
is implemented, politics will be 
nothing more than a tool for bil- 
lionaire corporations to buy influ- 
ence in Washington and push 
their agendas through the gov- 
ernment. These fundamental 
changes need to be made to 
ensure fair and honest lawmak- 
ing. 




Before I get this week's 
hilariousness started I 
gotta point out last 
week's stirring controversy 
around this hairy columnist My 
piece on women and relation- 
ships struck a few nerves, and if 
you don't know me personally, I 
can understand that. This is my 
style, so if your sense of humor is 
as dull as a new box of pencils, 
then unlicensed humorology is 
not for you. And now for the fea- 
ture presentation. 
This week I'm talking about 
game shows. As much as I love 
trivia. Who Wants to Be a 
Millionaire isn't the best one out 
there. And reality game shows 
like Survivor and Boot Camp 
made the wide world of game 
shows more tarnished than fig- 
ure skating When did we lose 
sight of the important things like 
giving away free prizes to total 
strangers just because they 
guessed how much it costs? 
I'm talking about The Price is 
Right Might this not be the 
greatest show of all time that 
doesn't rhyme with 
"Flimpsons?" In the same way 
The Simpsons did, Price is Right 
succeeded with tradition. For 
instance, if you've watched the 
show since you were three years 
old like me, you'd know that 
when an old woman tries to spin 
the Big Wheel and it doesn't 
make a full revolution, the crowd 
starts booing. When a contes- 
tant misses a putt in the Hold in 
One game, you hold your breath, 
but then remember that the 
game is "Hole in One. or Two!" 
It's all about the little nuances 
that make up a quality capitalist 
television program. 
Who of us hasn't had that 
childhood dream of being called 
by Rod Roddy to come down to 
contestants row, bid on some 
exercise bike, and gone on to 
play Plinko? One of these days 
I'm going to build my own 
Plinko board and charge my 
friends $5 to play it Of course, I 
wouldn't give away real money. 
How else am I supposed to make 
a profit? 
What's so great about this 
game is that anyone in the audi- 
ence can end up winning the 
game, not like these new game 
shows. Anyone could be called 
to "Come on down!" to contes- 
tant's row in hopes of bidding 
closest to the actual retail price 
without going over. My friend 
pointed out that one of his pet 
peeves on the show is when peo- 
ple bid $1 in an item. Sure, it's 
strategy, but why just a buck? It's 
not a 20-minute phone call. Why 
not $2, or $6, or $70? I don't 
think a dishwasher would cost 
less than $52 unless he's a Cuban 
defect. 
Then once someone gets out 
of contestant's row, you can tell 
when good ol' Bob Barker preps 
him or her for what they are 
about to win. When those 
famous three words are uttered 
("A new car!"), you just know the 
pricing game will be more 
important than the other ones 
(except Plinko). lust once I want 
Rod Roddy to say "A used car!" 
and then see the shocked look 
on the contestant's face. 
However, the best non-car, non- 
money-giving-away game would 
have to be the Mountain 
Climber game, hands down. 
There's something about that lit- 
tle guy who yodels as he climbs 
the mountain, only to fall off, 
that will put a smile on your face 
at 11 in the morning 
After the pricing games, 
everyone gets their hand at that 
big wheel where you have to get 
a dollar in one or two spins. I 
wonder if you actually win that 
money. Backstage, Barker's 
Beauties probably give you this 
oversized check made out to you 
for 85 cents. 
After an hour of good clean 
price-guessing fun, we are all 
reminded by the ageless Bob 
Barker to spay or neuter our 
puppies. I think my dog Sophie 
would be quite lucky if that's all I 
did to her. But here's my advice 
to you: Skip any classes that 
coincide with Price is Right. 
Some may tell you that class is 
important, but I am here to tell 
you that it is most certainly not' 
as important as Plinko. 
Regulating the airways 
DAILY ILLINI 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
Staff editorial 
(U-WIRE) CHAMPAIGN. DL — 
The federal government Sunday 
did something it should have 
been doing all along: It took con- 
trol of security in U.S. airports. 
The move is the result of one 
of several laws passed after Sept. 
11, though it is just taking effect 
now. 
When you think about it, it's 
absurd airport security was ever 
regulated by private individuals, 
working for private companies 
driven by profit 
We don't trust the security of 
our streets to just anybody look- 
ing for a minimum-wage, low- 
skill job. We have city, county 
and state police officers. 
The security of our airways 
should be valued in the same 
manner. 
The Federal Aviation 
Administration is a government 
organization that already regu- 
lates planes in the air; the need 
for this level of security should 
continue on the ground. 
Traditionally, airport security 
personnel under private control 
get paid very little. The profes- 
sion has become more of an odd 
job someone takes because 
other jobs aren't hiring. There 
are few requirements, and no 
trade skills are necessary. 
That shouldn't be the case. 
When you go into a job for 
these reasons, your heart won't 
be in it You need to be commit- 
ted to the cause, not just the 
work. You need to be passionate 
about the safety of others. You 
need to go into your job because 
you have a desire to, not because 
nothing better came along. 
The motives of the private 
companies regulating airport 
security also are of particular 
concern. It is in the public's best 
interest to pay security person- 
nel more and to only employ 
those who care about the job. It 
is in the private companies' best 
interest, however, to make 
money. 
The federal government can 
pay security personnel more and 
give them more benefits. It can 
do FBI background checks on 
individuals when necessary. 
By Nov. 19, all security screen- 
ers will be federal employees. By 
the end of the year, all checked 
luggage will be inspected by 
explosive detection equipment 
It should have been this way 
from the beginning 
Maybe these new security pre- 
cautions wouldn't have prevent- 
ed Sept. 11. That's doesn't mat- 
ter. What matters is what can be 
prevented in the future. 
ON THE STREET 
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"USA, because I live 
here." 
Associated Press Photo 
TARGET: The Space Needle in Seattle was listed as one of the 
possible targets for another terrorist attack. 
FBI warnings 
suspicious 
DAILY KENT STATER 
KENT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Angela Foradori 
U-WIRE) KENT, Ohio —The 
FBI issued an alert to 18,000 
law-enforcement agencies and 
media outlets throughout the 
world on Feb. 11. The state- 
ment warned against a possi- 
ble terrorist attack in the 
United States or in Yemen. 
Thanks for the warning — but 
did they actually tell us any- 
thing? 
Maybe we should all stay 
home: no traveling, no frying, 
no excursions near areas with a 
high concentration of people. 
Should we be happy the gov- 
ernment is giving us a heads- 
up, or should we be annoyed 
that we're constantly living in 
fear without any sort of guid- 
ance on how to avoid poten- 
tially dangerous situations? 
I think it's safe to assume the 
government knows a lot more 
than we do about these warn- 
ings. Otherwise it would mean 
the FBI chose to issue a nation- 
wide alert based on a few 
detainees who said nothing 
more than, "Something might 
happen somewhere, so look 
out" And does anyone believe 
the warning would be issued 
based on that alone? 
It's too vague The govern- 
ment doesn't want people to 
panic, but they feel the need to 
issue the warning. The FBI 
claims to have "credible" infor- 
mation from detainees in Cuba 
and Afghanistan. Does anyone 
know what "credible" means? 
I'm not expecting the FBI to 
start publishing secret files on 
the Web, but we need some- 
thing more than what they're 
giving us. 
We're even searching for one 
man in particular. We are also 
supposed to be on the "look- 
out" for about a dozen other 
associates, all of whom have 
also been named. How is it 
they can get a first and last 
name with the correct spelling, 
but they can't even give us a 
ballpark idea of what these sus- 
pects from Yemen might be 
planning? That is what's 
important We do not need to 
know who they are as much as 
we need to know what they are 
planning on doing. 
I'm trying to decipher the 
purpose of the federal warn- 
ings. Did we not know before 
Sept 11 that somewhere there 
was someone who wanted to 
do harm to America? How does 
this latest warning help us in 
any way? These nebulous alerts 
given to media outlets say vir- 
tually nothing to the American 
people. All the alerts do is raise 
suspicion against people who 
look like they might be Arab. 
And why are the alerts 
released to the media instead 
of only law enforcement? Well, 
if there was an attack of some 
sort, and the American citizens 
found out the FBI had concrete 
prior knowledge and didn't 
release any information, there 
would be an uproar, and justifi- 
ably so. 
The only purpose for a 
bland, empty alert that I can 
come up with is liability. Do 
federal agencies feel the need 
to cover their asses by "warn- 
ing" us, without telling us any- 
thing? I wish the government 
would stop patronizing us. 
Why have they decided we 
only deserve this limited 
amount of information? I 
expect to be treated in a man- 
ner that isn't insulting to my 
intelligence. 
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Sept 11 tape shows FDNY response from inside Tower 1 
By Stephanie Cashed 
ASSOCIATED PRESS  WRITER 
NEW YORK -The firefight- 
ers' movements are calm as 
they arrive at the burning 
north tower of the World Trade 
Center. Then come the thumps 
— one after another — and a 
voice saying that people are 
jumping. 
The horrific noises continue 
as the videotape shot by two 
French filmmakers keeps 
rolling: A drone followed by a 
sudden bang accompanies the 
image of a second plane slam- 
ming into the south tower and 
later, a white noise builds to a 
crescendo as that tower col- 
lapses and people run for 
cover. 
The tape   is an account of 
courage and dread, of compo- 
sure under pressure and of the 
moments that, for many of the 
men captured on it, were their 
last. 
It has made the rounds of 
New York firehouses since 
Sept. 11. CBS plans to air 
footage on March 10 to com- 
memorate the six-month 
anniversary of the attacks. 
"When I sat down to watch 
this video, I was very appre- 
hensive," said John Vigiano, a 
retired firefighter whose sons 
died in the attacks. "But when I 
was finished watching it, the 
overwhelming emotion I had 
was pride. There was never a 
sign of panic in anybody." 
The fire department is using 
the tape as an investigative 
tool, but it also contains his- 
torical significance and great 
personal meaning, spokesman 
Francis Gribbon said. Rights to 
the tape belong to the 
Naudets. 
"They've been very sensitive 
to the families and the fact that 
they've had this footage of a 
significant number of people 
who perished that day," 
Gribbon said. 
The opening shot has been 
seen by millions. The camera, 
taping firefighters checking a 
gas leak in lower Manhattan, 
pans up and captures the first 
plane slamming into the north 
tower. 
What happens over the next 
two hours has not been seen 
by the public. 
As firefighters race to the 
scene, someone asks, "What 
kind of plane was that?" Joe 
Pfeifer, chief of Battalion 1, 
answers: "That looked like 
American Airlines. That looked 
like a direct attack." 
Top fire officials gather to 
coordinate their strategy in the 
lobby as the tower's occupants, 
stream out of the building. 
Pfeifer tells a firefighter: "Don't 
go any higher than 70." 
Members of Rescue 1, a spe- 
cialty rescue unit, can be seen 
heading toward the stairwells 
to walk up the lower. No one 
from that unit made it out alive 
that day. 
Then the south tower is hit. 
Startled, firefighters rush to 
the windows to look outside. 
More debris falls. "Mayday! 
Mayday!" blares over the 
radios. The thumps continue 
and sirens wail. 
Fire Chaplain Rev. Mychal 
Judge, dressed in full firefight- 
ing gear with his white collar 
peeking out, paces the floor. 
Firefighters watch him, as if 
seeking reassurance. Judge 
would be dead within the 
hour. 
The call comes over the 
radio: "Everybody come out 
now. All units in Tower 1 (the 
north tower), get out now." 
Pfeifer struggles with his 
radio, trying to get a clear sig- 
nal. Radio problems plagued 
the department that day, fire- 
fighters later reported. A Port 
Authority  officer  frantically 
presses buttons on the eleva- 
tor switchboard. "Is anyone in 
the car?" he asks over and over. 
And then it happens. 
With a roaring "ssshhh," the 
south tower collapses. 
Everyone in the north tower 
runs for cover. 
Voices cry out, one atop the 
next: "Everybody all right?" 
"Guys, we need help here." 
"We gotta get everybody out. 
Let's move." "Can we get out 
that way? The front door is 
blocked." 
Pfeifer gets on the radio: 
"Command post to all units in 
Tower 1. Evacuate the build- 
ing." 
Pfeifer lived, but 21 of his 
men died that day. 
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20-year prison sentence for American 
LIMA, Peru (AP) — Peru's highest court has upheld a 
20-year prison sentence against American Lori 
Berenson for collaborating with leftist rebels in a thwart- 
ed plot to seize congress, the presiding justice said yes- 




First witness in war crimes trial says Milosevic planned Kosovo invasion 
By Anthony Deutsch 
THE ASSOCIATED PflESS 
THE HAGUE, Netherlands — 
Slobodan Milosevic ended a 
three-day tirade against "new 
colonialism" by the West, then 
heard the first prosecution wit- 
ness in his war crimes trial testify 
later yesterday about a Yugoslav 
scorched-earth plan to kill 
Kosovo Muslims. 
Mahmut Bakali, an ethnic 
Albanian and former head of 
Kosovo's Communist Party, said 
he had heard of the plan for a 
Serb invasion of Kosovo — the 
province of Serbia with a Muslim 
majority of ethnic Albanians — 
from the Serbian head of security 
in 1997, David Gajic 
"It was the plan of Serbia, or a 
plan of Milosevic," he said, "This 
would be insanity on a large 
scale." 
Bakali's testimony moved the 
trial into its second phase after 
the prosecutors and Milosevic 
spent a week laying out their 
cases in opening statements. The 
former Yugoslav president is on 
trial on 66 counts of war crimes 
during the 1991-99 Balkan wars, 
including genocide in Bosnia He 
could be sentenced to life if con- 
victed on any count. 
During a 10-hour opening 
statement, Milosevic seized the 
offensive, blaming his enemies 
for the crimes of which he him- 
self stands accused, and describ- 
ing himself as a peacemaker. 
He showed contempt toward 
the prosecution's portrait of him 
as a ruthless power seeker who 
orchestrated the murder and 
expulsions of non-Serbs to create 
a "greater Serbia" in the former 
Yugoslavia, now made up only of 
Serbia and much smaller 
Montenegro. 
To gain a conviction, the prose- 
cution must prove Milosevic 
either ordered atrocities against 
civilians, or that he knew about 
— or had reason to know about 
— crimes committed by his sub- 
ordinates that he failed to prevent 
or punish. 
With its first witness, the prose- 
cution began to build its case that 
Serb brutalities were premeditat- 
ed and well planned. 
Bakali said the plan he heard 
from Gajic was intended "to 
destroy 700 Albanian-populated 
settlements and to destroy prop- 
erty and to destroy people." 
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ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES 
701 FIFTH - 4BR. Limit 4 people $810.00 per month paid in 11 monthly 
paymenls ol $870.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available May 18, 2002 
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-frame. Limit 3 people. $55000 pel month paid in 11 
paymenls ol $590.00 Deposit $590.00. Tenants pay all utilities. Available 
May 18, 2002. 
605 SECOND »A - 4BR. Limit 4 people. $760.00 per monlh paid in 11 
monthly payments ol $812.00. Deposit $760.00. Tenanls pay utilities. 
Available August 22, 2002. 
»1/2 MANVILLE -1 BR. Limit 2 people $440.00 per month paid in 11 
paymenls ol $473 00. Deposit $440.00. Tenanls pay utilities. Available May 
18, 2002 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 
319 E. WOOSTERST 
(across from Taco Bell) 
He said he warned the security 
chief that the blitz would result in 
war. 
Bakali was Bred by the Yugoslav 
leadership in 1980 for allegedly 
organizing pro-independence 
protests by Kosovo Albanians. He 
disappeared from public view 
until 1998, when he became a 
member of a Kosovo Albanian 
delegation that negotiated the 
reopening of Albanian-language 
universities in Kosovo. He met 
several times with Milosevic that 
year. 
Describing one of the meet- 
ings, Bakali said: "1 told him: "You 
are killing women and children,"' 
referring to a police action in the 
village of Prekaz that left more 
than 40 members of a family 
dead in'early 1998. 
Milosevic apparently replied: 
"We are fighting against terror- 
ism." Milosevic said the police 
had given the residents two hours 
to flee but they didn't, according 
to Bakali. 
"He knew about the incident," 
Bakali said. 
Earlier, Milosevic ended his 
opening statement as he had 
begun it last Thursday, with a 
denunciation of the tribunal as 
"an instrument of lies," and 
rejecting its 'false and inverted 
indictments." 
Although he may cross-exam- 
ine witnesses, it was the last 
opportunity Milosevic will have 
to say his peace until the prose- 
cution winds up its case, proba- 
bly in about a year. 
Milosevic accused the West of 
manipulating ethnic hatred in 
the Yugoslav republics to break 
apart the country and place it 
under Western domination. He 
singled out Germany and the 
United States for allegedly sup- 
plying separatist groups with 
arms. 
"War on the territory of 
Yugoslavia was incited by big 
Western powers," Milosevic said. 
"The goal of Western envoys was 
not to bring peace, but their 
interest was destroying the coun- 
try and ensuring a new colonial- 
ism." 
Mounting his own defense, 
Milosevic has come to every 
court session with a heavy leather 
briefcase. He read from stacks of 
notes and presented scores of 
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The Associated Press 
WAR CRIME: Slobodan Milosevic, the former Yugoslav president, 
takes the stand at the U.N. tribunal in The Hague, The Netherlands, 
on Tuesday, Feb. 12 
showing the victims of the 78-day 
NATO bombing campaign of 
Yugoslavia that ended the Serb 
crackdown in Kosovo. 
Milosevic denied prosecution 
charges he planned and ordered 
the Srebrenica massacre of thou- 
sands of Bosnian Muslims in July 
1995, for which he stands 
accused of genocide. 
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LOCATION. PRICE AND SELECTION 
You Will Find The Best Housing With US! 
AI Thurslln One Bedroom. I Bath. 
Furnished or Unfurnished 
School Year  Two Person Rate • $540.00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00 
521 E. MERRY- Close to OfTenhauer 
Furnished one bath. 
School Year  Two Person Rate - $685 00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $570.00 
451 THURSTIN Across from ortenhauer. 
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath. 
School Year- One Person Rate- $380.00. 
One Year- One Person Rate- $340 00 
505 CLQICH   Campus Minor 
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity. 
School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $650 00 
One Year  Two Person Rate - $560 00 
449 455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Fum. or Unfum. 
School Year - One Person Rate - $420 00 
One Year • One Person Rate - $370.00 
720 SECOND   One Bedroom Furnished 
School Year   One Person Rate - $420 00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $365.00 
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD 
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished. 
School Year - Furnished - One Person ■ $395.00 
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $350 00 
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Furn. or Unfurn. 
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $590 00 
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $475 00 
825 THIRD   One Bedroom Furnished, I Bath. 
School Year   One Person Rate - $450.00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00 
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished. 
1 Bath Plus Vanity In BR 
School Year  Two Person Rate • $620.00 
One Year  Two Person Rate - $520.00 
649 SIXTH   Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Vanity In Hall. 
School Year-Furnished - Two Person Rate - $560.00 
One YearFurnished - Two Person Rate ■ $470.00 
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity In Hall 
School Year Furnished ■ Two Person Rate - $545 00 
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rale • $460.00 
802 SIXTH  Two Bedroom. Dishwasher. 1 Bath Plus Vanity. 
School Year   Furnished ■ Two Person Rate - $610 00 
One Year   Furnished - Two Person Rate - $510 00 
840 850 SIXTH   Rock Ledge Manor. 
Iwo Bedrooms. I Full Baths. Dishwashers 
School Year   Furnished   Two Person Rate - $640 00 
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $530 00 
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity In Hall. 
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $545.00 
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $450 00 
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished 
School Year- Two Person Rate- $550 00 
One Year- Two Person Rate $470 00 
724 S. College   Cambridge Commons 
Two Bedroom Unfurnished. 1 1/2 Baths. Dishwashers 
School Year - Two Person Rate - $640.00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530 00 
We have many other units available Stop In the Rental 
Office for a complete brochure.. 
Call |()ll\ NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE, l\c 
Rental Office 354-2260 
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BRIEFING 
Browns lose offensive 
lineman McKinney in 
expansion draft 
CLEVELAND — The 
Cleveland Browns lost one 
player in the expansion draft 
Monday as the Houston Texans 
picked offensive lineman 
Jeremy McKinney with their 
11th selection. 
McKinney, a four-year veter- 
an, started nine games as right 
guard last season after Tie 
Johnson injured his right knee 
and had to have surgery. 
McKinney was one of five 
offensive lineman picked by 
the Texans. 
The Browns — like every 
other NFL team — had to make 
five players eligible for the 
expansion draft. The Texans did 
not select the other Browns 
players who were eligible: 
offensive tackle Roman Oben, 
linebacker Brant Boyer, comer- 
back Corey Fuller and comer- 
back Lamar Chapman. 
Houston took 19 players in 





By MM Rumberj 
1H[ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Tim Raines hopes to become 
one more person with Montreal 
roots to go to Florida this season. 
Nomar Garciaparra, Rafael 
Furcal and Bill Mueller just want 
to be healthy. 
Raines signed a minor league 
contract with the Marlins on 
Monday, aiming to play his 23rd 
season in the major leagues. 
The 42-year-old outfielder 
came back from a shoulder 
injury last year and batted .303 
with one home run and nine 
RBIs in 51 games for Montreal 
and Baltimore 
"He did a terrific job coming 
off the bench in a pinch-hit role," 
said Marlins general manager 
Larry Beinfest, who was with 
Montreal last year. "He's a great 
guy to have in the clubhouse and 
a veteran presence." 
Garciaparra reported two days 
early to Boston Red Sox camp in 
Fort Myers, Fla., to test his right 
wrist, which forced him to miss 
all but 21 games last season. 
The two-time AL batting 
champ played catch, but said 
he's going to take it slow this 
spring. 
"It's feeling pretty good," the 
shortstop said. But he added that 
"while I'm here, I'm going to be 
smart" and not rush his activities. 
In Kissimmee, Fla., Furcal was 
back on the field for the first time 
since he injured his left shoulder 
in June. Furcal took batting prac- 
tice and fielded grounders at his 
shortstop position, testing his 
arm, that required surgery. 
"He looked good," Braves 
manager Bobby Cox said. "He 
did a lot of work today. The med- 
ical people looked at him and he 
was 100 percent fit, very strong" 
And considerably older, too. 
The Braves learned last week 
that Furcal, the 2000 NL Rookie 
of the Year, is 23 years old — not 
21 as he previously claimed. The 
error was revealed when Furcal 
had visa difficulties leaving the 
Dominican Republic 
"He's maturing," Cox joked. 
Bill Mueller is in Mesa, Ariz., 
getting an early start to his sec- 
ond season with the Cubs. He 
broke his kneecap diving for a 
foul ball last May and was limited 
to 70 games. 
"I think it's just getting down 
and getting back into baseball 
shape," he said. "It's just good to 
be down here anyway because 
everybody wants to see how your 
leg is doing, how you're moving 
around." 
Manager Don Baylor is 
impressed with how hard 
Mueller is working, even before 
position players show up 
"He's one of those throwback 
guys," Baylor said. "He'll never 
tell you when he's hurt or when 
he's had enough. I told him not to 
take too many groundballs, and I 
see him over there on the half- 





BOWLINE GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Rockets get revenge 
Toledo outlast BG 
in overtime 66-62 
enns School* BG Nem 
ROCKETED: Bowling Green was able to dominate the first meeting against Toledo with a 76-57 
win. The Falcons were not fortunate at Savage Hall, losing 66-62. 
By Nick Hum and Erik Cassano 
THE BG NEWS 
Keith McLeod hit the game-win- 
ning shot last night against Toledo, 
but the Bowling Green senior 
guard hit it 19 seconds too early. 
Instead McLeod's would-be 
winner was spoiled by Rocket 
guard Terry Reynolds, who hit a 
game-saving shot over BG center 
Len Matela to tie the game at 59 
and force overtime. The Rockets 
(10-13,7-7) outlasted BG (19-6,9- 
5) in the extra period, winning 66- 
62 at Savage Hal 
"I thought the key to us losing 
the game came down to us getting 
the lead and Reynolds making a 
heck of a play," BG coach Dan 
Dakich said. "If he doesn't make 
that play, we get a rebound and 
win the basketball game." 
Another factor that didn't help 
the Falcon's cause was the lack of 
offensive production in the over- 
time period. BG only scored three 
points. McLeod fouled out of the 
game with 1:21 left and the Falcons 
leading 62-61. The Rockets ended 
the game ona7-l run. 
Matela and McLeod each had 14 
points and point guard Brandon 
Pardon added 13 to round off the 
double-digit scorers for the 
Falcons. Reynolds led the Rockets 
with 15. 
"We knew going in that we were 
going to have to hit some shots 
against them," Dakich said "We 
weren't able to do that early. Once 
we did, we were able to get in a sit- 
uation where we got a lead. Give 
them credit, it was a tough basket- 
ball game" 
BG's offense was not able to go 
on the scoring runs they have 
grown accustomed to until late in 
the second half. They built a 17-12 
advantage, but the Rockets 
answered every call fighting right 
back spurred by Toledo guard Nick 
Moore's back-to-back three-point- 
ers. The Rockets took a 21-17 lead 
and the two rivals sparred back- 
and-forth the rest of the half. 
"I thought the key 
to us losing came 
down to us getting 
the lead and 
Reynolds making a 
heck of a play." 
DAN DANCH.BG COACH 
McLeod's two free throws with 50 
seconds left ended the scoring, 
with the Rockets holding a 29-25 
advantage at halftime. 
Rebounding was a catalyst a 
Falcon charge the whole game. 
Toledo held the rebounding 
advantage 36-28 in the first half. 
"They were killing us rebound," 
Matela said. "We were missing 
shots, but when they were missing 
they were getting the rebound and 
putting it back in." 
Pardon tried to get the offensive 
production going for the Falcons 
in the second half. He scored the 
first two buckets and all of his 13 
points came in the half. The 
Rockets pulled away to a 48-41 
advantage when BG started to go 
on its run. McLeod hit a shot to cut 
the score to 48-45, then freshman 
guard Erik Crawford followed with 
a three-pointer and the Falcons 
only found themselves down one 
Pardon hit another three to cut the 
score 53-52. McLeod finally gave 
the Falcons the lead with his bomb 
behind the arc in the closing sec- 
onds. 
"It's a good win for us," Toledo 
coach Stan Joplin said. "I really like 
our defensive intensity. Matela and 
a lot of the big guys didn't domi- 
nate us like they did in the last 
meeting. Our defense really 
increased our intensity." 
The Falcons head to Miami 
Wednesday for a conference 
matchup with the RedHawks at 
7:00 p.m. 
"Our pitching staff has really improved 
leaps and bounds. I really think they'll 
be 100 times better at the end of games 
this year." 
DAVID BARKHOLZ, SOPHOMORE CENTER-FIELDER 
Falcons strip 
Vols in finale 
By Joe) Hammond 
THE 8G DEWS 
It took 17 innings, but the BG 
Falcon bats finally woke up this 
past weekend in Knoxville, Term. 
After being no-hit on Friday and 
entering Saturday's ninth inning 
down 10-1, the aluminum finally 
caught fire, as the Falcons scored 
21 runs over the next 10 innings. 
Saturday's rally came up 
short, as the Falcons lost 10-6, 
but their powerful offense was 
alive and well after a five-run 
ninth inning in which every run 
was unearned. The Volunteers 
had jumped out to an 8-0 lead 
after the fourth, tallying three 
runs off of walks with the bases 
loaded. Junior Doug Flere, in his 
first appearance since returning 
from Tommy lohn surgery, took 
Saturday's loss. 
The Falcons continued that 
offensive momentum Sunday, 
however, and held off the Vols to 
salvage a game of the series, 15- 
11. Tallying 18 hits, the Falcons 
led 7-3 after three and after 
Tennessee had crawled within 
two after five BG scored five in 
their half of the sixth to put the 
game away. Nick Elrod and Tun 
Newell both had two-run singles 
in the inning, helping BG take a 
12-5 lead. Neil Schmitz pitched 
two and two-thirds scoreless 
innings to help BG finish their 
first win of the 2002 campaign. 
Eight of 10 Falcons who went to 
the plate had a hit 
"I think our pitching is really 
coming around," said David 
Barkholz. a sophomore center- 
fielder. - Last year was a bit rough 
at the end of games, but we have 
really improved on that, and our 
pitching staff has really 
improved leaps and bounds. I 
really think they'll be 100 times 
better at the end of games this 
year." 
BASEBALL, PAGE 10 
Falcon gymnasts win at 
Mid American Conference 
By Matthew P. Lyons 
THE BG NEWS 
The BGSU women's gymnas- 
tics team but themselves in the 
drivers seat for the 2002 journey 
this past weekend with three 
huge wins. The Falcons moved 
to 13-1 overall and 4-0 in the 
Mid American Conference with 
wins over Northern Illinois, 
Ohio State, and Kent State. 
The Falcons downed the 
Northern Illinois Huskies Friday 
night 194.075-189.800 in front of 
200 dedicated fans in the Eppler 
Complex Center Gymnasium. 
BG started the meet off with a 
strong showing on vault led by 
Senior Mamy Oestrengs 9.825 
score. Northern Illinois experi- 
enced two falls on uneven bars 
and trailed at the end of one 
rotation 46.400-48.425. 
Led by Senior Mamy 
Oestreng and Freshman Kari 
Else uneven bars continued as 
one the teams strongest events. 
The Falcons lowest score on the 
event was a 9.600 from Senior 
Mindy Untch as the falcons fin- 
ished the second rotation with 
48.750 points. 
At the half way point in the 
meet BG had established a lead 
Northern would not be able to 
GYMNASTS. PAGE 9 
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HEAD UNDER HEELS: Senior co-captain Emily Gray competes 
against Central Michigan on January 19,2002. The falcons 
went 3-0 over the weekend. 
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Big Ten tie to break soon 
By Rusty Wer 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
COLUMBUS, Ohio — A Big 
Ten title is so close the Ohio State 
Buckeyes can almost reach out 
and touch it. 
Whether they advance the 
final few millimeters to grab it — 
or end up content to be con- 
tenders — will likely be deter- 
mined Wednesday night. 
No 19 Ohio State (18-5) travels 
to take on No. 23 Indiana (17-8) 
with both teams 9-3 in the Big 
Ten. The winner wiD take a one- 
game lead with three games left. 
"Everybody understands that 
this is in our hands," coach Jim 
O'Brien said Monday. "We find 
ourselves in a position that we 
can at least shoot for this." 
Almost no one thought Ohio 
Slate would be vying for the con- 
ference title. For that matter, few 
thought Indiana would either. 
But while Illinois and Iowa have 
foundered despite their marquee 
players, the Buckeyes and 
Hoosiers are two games ahead of 
Wisconsin, Illinois and 
Minnesota entering the final two 
weeks of the season. 
"Everything's going to kind of 
pan out here in the next couple 
of days because when we play 
Ohio State Wednesday, that will 
give one team four losses and the 
other one three," Indiana coach 
Mike Davis said. 
After the showdown, Ohio 
State returns home to play 
Purdue and Michigan State 
before closing out the regular 
season at Michigan. The 
Hoosiers must travel to Michigan 
State and Illinois before finishing 
up against Northwestern at 
home. 
"We have to go on the road 
and play Michigan State and 
Illinois, which you know is going 
to be very difficult to run the 
table for us," Davis said. "Ohio 
State's probably sitting in the dri- 
ver's seat because they can beat 
us on Wednesday and then they 
have two home games left. And 
Associated Press Photo 
BOLD LEAD IN: Iowa's Luke Recker, right, dives for a loose ball with Ohio State's Brian Brown, left, 
during the second half, last Saturday in Iowa City, Iowa. Ohio state won the game 77-66. 
it's hard to beat them down 
there." 
The Buckeyes won the first 
meeting at Value City Arena a 
month ago, 73-67. Ohio State 
guards Brian Brown (26 points), 
Brent Darby (11 points) and 
Boban Savovic (6 points, 4 
assists, 3 steals, 3 rebounds) con- 
tinually dashed and slashed 
through the Indiana defense. 
"We didn't contain them when 
we needed to," Davis said. "No 
one has stopped their guards 
from penetrating the whole year. 
What we want to try and do is not 
let them drive to the middle and 
break everything down. They did 
a great job of that the last time" 
Indiana's lared leffries had 22 
points and 10 rebounds but was 
frequendy penned in by defend- 
ers on all sides. 
leffries, however, is hobbled by 
a sprained ankle. He saw limited 
time in Sunday's 75-55 win at 
Michigan. 
Davis calls leffries "the player 
of the year in the Big Ten, hands 
down." Even though leffries is 
not expected to be fully recov- 
ered, his coach added, "Against 
Michigan he was probably about 
70 percent. But 70 percent of 
lared leffries is pretty good." 
Ohio State lost two straight on 
the road before getting past 
short-handed Iowa 72-66 
Saturday. Hawkeye strongman 
Reggie Evans didn't play in the 
game because he had not been 
going to class, while sharpshoot- 
er Luke Recker missed most of 
the final few minutes after hitting 
his head on the floor during a 
chase for a loose ball. 
O'Brien said the victory on the 
road meant a lot. 
"If we had lost at Iowa, maybe 
we're going into Bloomington 
with our tails between our legs a 
litde bit," O'Brien said. "I dont 
care what anybody says, if you 
don't win games, confidence 
becomes an issue You start to 
lose a couple of games, whether 
they're home or any place, and 
you don't play with the same 
confidence as you do while 
you're going through a winning 
streak. Winning at Iowa really 
kind of stopped the bleeding." 
Gymnasts have 
third huge win 
6YWUSTS.FROMPAGF.8 
overcome. The score stood at 
97.125-93.350, just under 4 
points. 
The falcons moved to the bal- 
ance beam in the third rotation, 
an event that has not exactly 
been a straight stretch of the 
road of the season. Sophomore 
Ann Marie Kassouf stood tall as 
BG earned 47.725 points, their 
best score since January 25 at 
Ball State The Huskies closed 
the gap a little with a 48.450 on 
the floor exercise 
BG moved to the floor exercise 
3.1 points ahead of the Huskies 
and looked to finish the meet 
strong. Four scores of 9.800 
above paved the road toa49.175 
score Senior Mamy Oestreng 
and Sophomore Melissa 
Popovich led the charge with 
9.900 and 9.925 respectively. 
The falcons moved to 11-1 
overall on the season and 3-0 in 
the MAC after Friday's meet 
BG then reclaimed its crown 
as the best in the state by wining 
the All-Ohio Championship 
Sunday At Kent State University. 
The Falcons started out on 
balance beam, lunior Kathy 
Emerson led a conservative 
beam squad with 9.775 points. 
BG got out of the rotation with 
47.800 points, an improvement 
over Fridays performance with 
Northern Illinois. Ohio State led 
after one rotation with 49.275 on 
uneven bars, Kent State was in 
second with 48.775 points on 
vault, while BG was in third. 
BG looked to floor to get back 
on track, and that is just what 
happened. The falcons lowest 
counting score was a 9.850. 
while their highest was 9.950 
from Sophomore Melissa 
Popovich. That score put BG in 
the lead by .3 over the Golden 
Flashes and 1.12:5 over the 
Buckeyes. 
The third rotation brought the 
falcons to vault, Kent State to 
balance beam, and Ohio State to 
the floor exercise. Strong vaults 
and scores of 9.675 and higher 
led the way to earning 48.925 on 
the event. Senior Mamy 
Oestreng led the way with 9.9. 
BG increased its score over Kent 
State to .525 and 1.325 over Ohio 
State. 
In the fourth and final rotation 
BG finished on uneven bars, the 
Golden Flashes on the floor 
exercise, and the Buckeyes on 
vault. The falcons, led by Senior 
Mamy Oestreng, scored a sec- 
ond 48.925 in the meet. 
Oestreng scored 9.9, and 
Freshman Kari l^est earned 9.85 
to help BG to a strong finish. 
As the final results were being 
announced several Falcons 
found their way to the place- 
ment podium. Kathy Emerson 
finished lied for second on 
beam, Melissa Popovich won 
the floor exercise, and Ann Marie 
Kassouf tied for third on vault. 
Mamy Oestreng won vault and 
uneven bars, and finished sec- 
ond in the Ail-Around 
Competition. 
Kent Slate finished in third 
with 194.350 points, while Ohio 
Slate stood second with 194.450 
points. The Falcons won its sec- 
ond All-Ohio Championship 
with 195.125 points and move to 
13-1 overall, 4-0 in the MAG 
The Falcons next see action 
Sunday in Kalamazoo, Ml at 1:00 
PM when they square off against 
the Broncos of Western 
Michigan University. 
Check us out at www.bgnews.com 
#*B 
BG News welcomes your ideas for future stories     m 
Call us at 372 6966   J 
ONE STOP SHOPPING! 
Leases available for 2001-2002 
0) 
0) 
Fox Run * Haven House Manor 
Piedmont * Birchwood Place 
Mini Mall * Small Buildings 
Frontier Housing * Houses 
All residents receive a membership 
to Cherry wood Health Spal 
Indoor heated swimming poot,sauna.HydnSp4 Whirlpool, complete 
exercise equipment, complete locker room J shower faculties. 
530 Maple • 352-9378 
Mon-Frl. 8-12,1-4:30, 
 Sat. 10-2pm ^2^2 
Student Specials 







Sun:      11am-1:30am 
3 5 3-7272 
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11 Large 1 Item and an order 
ol bread slicks only 
WANTED 
Campus Tour Guides' 
REPRESENT YOUR UNIVERSITY 
BUILD YOUR COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
*Ws Finest" 
STOP IN OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS 
HO MCE ALL CENTER TO PICK UP AN APPLICATION 
DUE BY TUES. FEBRUARY 26TH AT 5 P.M. 
JOIN IN THE FUN! 
(AND BELIEVE IT OR NOT, 
CET PAID TOO!) 
^-MfO START LEASING! 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
320 Elm Street - Large furnished apartmetns 
Close to campus. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. 
824 Sixth Street - Unfurnished apartments with 




Congratulations to the following 
Delta Gamma Sisters for making 
Dean's List Fall 2001 
3 Amber Better 
^ Jennell Bigrigg* 
^j Heather Bober 
'— Laurie C'enna* 
. Bethany Close 
< Hilary Erlenbach 
<3 Alyson Gabel 
~ Danielle Harkins 
r_^ Michelle Margraf* 
Emily Marker c 
Stacey McAuley E5 
Rachael Moser > 
Erin Nigh* > 
Julia Peshke* ^ 
Jaime Sague ~~, 
Sara Schwinnen ki 
Sara Schindel > 
Katie Strange* J, 
GREENBRIAR 
APARTMENTS 
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS . 
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished 
•Units have dishwashers & 
garbage disposals 
516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue 
$625 - $725 mo. + electric 
Field Manor Apartments 
$625 - $675 mo. + electric 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
$625 - $675 mo. + electric 
425 East Court Street 
$700/mo + gas & electric 
si     !tldNMrat@a>x%fee 
sSSsSw&fi 




Discount taken per unit 
expires on 3/1/02 
DEPOSIT 
352-0717    •    445 E. WOOSTER 
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Baseball 
season has 
a solid start 
BASEBALL, FROM PAGE 8 
For the series, the Falcons 
were led by junior Corey 
Loomis, who went 5-13 with 
two runs hatted in and two 
runs scored in the three-game 
series, lunior Kelly Hunt was 3- 
12 with four RBI and two runs, 
while senior backstop Tim 
Newell was 4-1 with two RBI. In 
addition. Barkholz, a sopho- 
more centerfielder. was 3-14 
with two runs scored. 
"I think was a good starting 
point for our team," Barkholz 
said. "It was good to see where 
we were at, and it answered a 
lot of question marks we had as 
a team. I think going in on 
Friday, it was big Tennessee, 
and we were shell-shocked." 
With 10 freshmen and 11 
sophomores on this year's 
team, the Falcons, much like 
last year, may experience grow- 
ing pains throughout the cam- 
paign. Barkholz. however, does 
not think the inexperience will 
hurt the team. 
" We have a big crop of fresh- 
men, and obviously, last year's 
freshmen have a year under 
their belt now," Barkholz said. 
" We've been through a year and 
I think we relate very well, and 
that will help our freshmen 
along." 
The Falcons (1-2) head to 
Evansville, Ind. to take on 
Evansville's Purple Aces this 
.weekend, and face Dayton 
|the following weekend. BG 
|does not play at home until 
March 26. 
OLYMPIC   OVERVIEW 
YOUNG TEAM STILL 
LEADS IN VICTORY 
By Larry McShane 
IHE  ASS0CIA1ED PRESS 
SALT LAKE CITY—And on the 
10th day, they rested — at least 
from climbing the medal stand. 
The U.S. Winter Olympic 
team, following an unprecedent- 
ed stretch of at least one medal 
for nine straight days at its first 
home games in 22 years, didn't 
win a gold, silver or bronze 
Monday — appropriately 
enough, a national holiday. 
The American hockey team 
showed it may help add to the 
record U.S. haul of medals — 18 
and counting — with an 8-1 vic- 
tory over Belarus. The win, cou- 
pled wilh a loss by Russians, 
assured the Americans of win- 
ning their group and a likely 
quarterfinal game with Germany 
on Wednesday. 
Led by )ohn LeClair's two 
goals, the U.S. team finished its 
round robin pool play with a 
mark of 2-0-1. ItClair has scored 
five goals in three games for the 
Americans, who failed to win a 
medal in 1998; Belarus is the only 
team still playing without any 
NHL forwards. 
The U.S. team scored five 
third-period goals, two each by 
Scott Young and Bill Guerin, as 
Belarus dropped to 0-3. 
Russia, despite its powerful 
lineup of NHL stars, was upset 3- 
1 by Finland. The Finns, led by a 
goal from captain Teemu 
Selanne, wound up second in the 
U.S. group with a 2-1 mark, while 
the Russians (1-1-1) were third. 
The Germans, on a slow day 
where only four medals were 
awarded, took golds in the 
biathlon relay and the team ski 
jumping. 
Germany remained atop the 
medals table as the Olympics 
started its final week with 24 (8 
gold, 10 silver, 6 bronze). Next 
was the United States with 18 (4- 
7-7), followed by Norway with 14 
(8-6-0). 
FIGURE SKATING: 
And now, the solution to the 
figure skating judging controver- 
sy: more judges! 
The existing judging system in 
figure skating would be scrapped 
under a revolutionary proposal 
made Monday by the president 
of the International Skating 
Union. 
The plan calls for 14 judges, 
rather than the current nine, with 
seven of the scores thrown out. 
fudges would not know which 
scores count, reducing the possi- 
bility of the judging impropri- 
eties that have rocked the Salt 
Lake City Games. 
Currently, skaters begin with a 
base mark of 6.0, getting deduc- 
tions for mistakes and missed 
elements. They can also lose 
points simply for the aesthetics 
of their programs. 
The new plan would assign 
point values to each technical 
element including jumps, spins, 
footwork, spirals. A double axel 
could be worth two points; a 
more difficult triple, three points. 
The reform package needs the 
approval of the entire ISU, which 
has a June meeting in Kyoto, 
lapan. It was unclear how quick- 
ly the proposal could be imple- 
mented. 
SKI JUMPING: 
After sailing 405 feet, German 
ski jumper Martin Schmitt 
turned and stared at the score- 
board. He waited 10 seconds ... 
20 seconds... 30 seconds ... and 
discovered he had won the gold 
medal. 
Schmitt was the last to leap for 
the German 120-kilometer ski 
jumping team, and his jump pro- 
pelled them to the gold medal by 
one-tenth of a point 
Finland, by the narrowest of 
margins in the event's 14-year 
Olympic history, settled for a sil- 
ver, while Slovenia won the 
bronze for its first medal of these 
games. 
What was Schmitt thinking 
during the wait? 
"Please, please, please, please 
let me win," Schmitt recalled 
later. 
The young American team 
wound up in 11th place. 
FREESTYLE SKIING: 
Australia's Alisa Camplin won 
the gold in the women's aerials, 
an event where none of the 
American medal hopefuls quali- 
fied for the finals. 
Veronica Brenner of Canada 
won the silver, and Deidra 
Dionne of Canada won the 
bronze. 
The first-time Olympian won 
Australia's second gold in Salt 
Lake City, following the unlikely 
victory by teammate Steven 
Bradbury in the short track 
speedskauhg. She had never won 
a World Cup event, and has suf- 
fered nine concussions since tak- 
ing up the sport four years ago. 
"This is the craziest thing that 
has ever happened to me," she 
said. 
WOMEN'S BIATHLON: 
New location, same result 
The German team in the 30- 
kilometer biathlon relay repeat- 
ed its gold medal performance of 
four years ago, using impeccable 
shooting over the final half of the 
race to claim its prize. 
Norway won the silver, finish- 
ing 30.6 seconds back, while 
Russia won the bronze. 
The Germans, with two of its 
four-member Nagano team back 
in Salt Lake City, was heavily 
favored. The United States fin- 
ished last out of 15 teams. 
CURLING: 
The U.S. women clinched a 
spot in the semifinals with an 11 - 
2 win over Norway, running their 
record in round-robin play to 6- 
3. Joining the Americans in the 
semis were Switzerland and 
Canada; the Swiss defeated 
Canada, 6-5, on Monday. 
There's Always Something New in Classifieds! Check us out... 
www.BGNews.com 
JRF.ENBRIAR, INC. 
CREENBRIAR 352-8717 Hours: 
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CALL NOW: (419) 353-4916 or Toil-Free: (877)993-9093 
Mail this card today for a 





OHIO ARMY NATIONAL GUARD 
Bowling Green / BGSU Education Center 
SFC HESSON, 212 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402-2921 
SFC Hfiaw h* i<f.i tmwi ie M.iT.'ii MJII a* it* DcpjrHienn ,4 M4ii*-y 
Sum* lArniy ROTO Call |41«| ."I MOO FOR AN ArTOINTMfM NU» • 
JnttTWArm* G*uJ M Ann, ROTC »i ■*■».•»!• *-J pi itv hmim .< 
hr*   FWDOUTHOW* 
SFC B. GORDON HESSON (Brad) 
National Guard MasterKducation Counselor 
"THE BEST KEPT SECRET!" 
"ZERO COST' EDUCATION: 
GET INFORMED aboul YOUR option}1  Sun receiving a 
PAYCHECK NOW!  Lock-in S50.0OO. of CASH and 
EDUCATION entitlement. Do not wail until it » too late'  It is 
costing you $$$ to wan!    Sergeant First Class Brad Hesson 
received a bachelor's degree by taking advantage of these 
hard ui -believe programs' CALL for a rHvobligauon appointment 
logctihcdetaUs li will ate atoll 2P0v) minutes mi is done by 
anooinlmem only Would you consider working PART-TIME, 








NFW Networked & Walk-In Full Color Copies (letter, legal, poster) 
CCDUIPrC Lamination (ID size through 11x171 
SERVICES Fax Services 
We continue to offer: 
•Full-service B/VV copies 
•Envelopes 
•Stamp and Money Order Sales 
•Resume Kits 
•Priority and Express Mail 
•Plus, many other services! 
We have extended hours: 
Mon.-Thurs. 8am-8pm, Fri. 8am-5pm, Sat. 10am-2pm, Sun. 4pm-8pm 
stamper's mail & copy center   •   227 Union  •   372-9633 
Ethnic  Cultural  Arts  Program 
Call  For  Proposals 
The  Bowling  Green  Slate  Univ.  Ethnic   Cultural  Arts  Program  (ECAP) 
announces a university-wide call for proposals. As a funding organization. ECAP 
sponsors the production of multi-ethnic and multicultural arls events through a 
competitive grant  request  procedure. 
All BGSU Student!, faculty, organizations, and dcpartmcnls. arc eligible to request 
funding through ECAP for ethnic and multicultural arls events. Those request- 
ing   funds   are  encouraged   to  keep  the  following   ECAP   goals  in   mind: 
ECAPsupporls high  quality ethnic and multicultural 
arls projects  involving  professional or sludcnl  artists 
ECAP promotes endeavors lhal involve audiences 
across disciplines and across age and class distinctions 
ECAP focuses  ils attnelion to distribution of resources 
among a range or race and ethnic orientations. 
ECAP seeks broader BGSU community audiences for 
ethnic  and multicultural events through emphasis on 
promotion and  planning 
ECAPsupporls activities on Ihe  BGSU campus and in 
the city of Bowling Green; activities in the wider 
community can he supported if Ihey connect in an 
obvious way to BGSU and local community 
ECAP proposal inlormation, is available through the Libraries & Learning Resources at 160 
Jerome Library or contact the Director of ECAP. Mary Wrighten at 372-7897 
Deadlines for submitting the proposals throughout the 2002 spring semester are: 
March 1, for event occurring after April 1, 2002 
April 15, for events occurring after May 15, 2002 
Proposals, which do not meet theses deadlines, will not be considered 
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program 
The ECAP Executive Committee consists of the following Individuals: 
Lillian  Ashcrafl-Eason.  History 
Brad Clark. Theatre 
Elizabeth Cole. College of A&S 
David Garcia. Lalina Networking 
David Harnish.  Music 
Myra Merrill.  Music  Performance 
Jacqueline  Nathan.  Art 
Laurie  Rodgcrs. Ethnic Studies 
Val Rohy. English 
Mary  Wrighlen,  Library 
Opportune Zongo. Romance Languages 
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Personals Help Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted 
SPRING BREAK 2002 Cancun,Ja- 
maica. Barbados, Bahamas, Aca- 
pulco.Padre and Florida. FREE 
MEALS lor limited lime!! FREE par- 
lies.drinks and exclusive events! 
Organize group. Travel FREEH Visit 
wwwSUNSPLASHTOURS.com 
Call 1-800-426-7710 
SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica, 
S. Padre & Florida. BEST Hotels, 




Daffodil Days supports the 
American Cancer Society. 
Need h«ip wiS MEMORY iSf 
PROVEMENT?    TEST    ANXIETY? 
Hypnosis works! Call New Begin- 
nings 419-861-7660. Individual or 
group sessions available. 
Quarters Bar a Grill 
Great spirits! Great lood! 
Great service! Dine with us today! 
BG. WOODLAND MALL 
Silver Dollar StMkhouM 
All your catering needs! 
Place reservations/orders now! 
B.G. WOODLAND MALL 
Wanted 
Campus Events 
Dinner Theatre 2002 
70* Soul, Part I 
Doors open at 6:30pm in the Stu- 
dent Union Ballroom. Friday, 
February 22. Tickets for $12 
(Hors d'oeuvres at 7pm). Or Satur- 
day, February 23. Tickets tor $22 
(Dinner at 7pm). Contact Yolanda 
Floras at 419-372-2642. 
Get 20% off all haircuts, perms. 
color, highlights and acrylic nails, 
with Ann only. Mane Style Salon 
419-353-6263. 
Worried about pregnancy? 
Get Tested 
354-4673   BG Pregnancy Center 
Personals 
Travel 
*1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun, 
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida. 
Best Prices! Space is limited!!! 
1-800-234-7007 
www.endlesssummertours.com 
Interested in travel? 
Visit the ContJki Vacation Rep. 
Union. Wed. 10:30-3:30 
Spring Break 2002 - Jamaica, Can- 
cun. Bahamas, Acapulco and Flori- 
da. Join Student Travel Services, 
Americas #1 Student Tour Operator. 
Up to $100 oil certain hotels. Group 
organizers can travel free Informa- 
tion/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 
Scholarship Opportunities 
for Irishmen and sophomores. 
Enroll in Army ROTC and compete- 
lor 3 & 2-year awards which cover 
tuition, books & lees 
♦ $350/mo. lor expenses. 
Call tor details: 
372-2476 
"Summer subleasers needed tor 2 
bdrm apt. $490/mo. + elec. 
Call 354-8580 
Subleaser needed ASAP. Nice, lur- 
nished 1 bedroom. 815 4th SI. »3. 
Call Eric 353-1641.  
Subleaser needed tor studio plus 
apartment Close to campus 
Call 352-1563. 
Wanted: Roommate ASAP. Own 
bed/bathroom. $250+utilHies+ 
deposit. Call Sarah at 353-0620 
Help Wanted 
1 month unlimited tanning S30 
Booths & beds. All new bulbs. 
Campus Tanning. 352-7889. 
Daffodil Days are coming 
to BGSU on March 18th. 
LOVE YOUR GENES... 
NOT YOUR JEANS! 
The Great Jeans Giveaway is here! 
From February 2-28, 2002, you can 
help out local chanties by cleaning 
out your closet! Bring us your old 
jeans or other clothes that don't lit to 
the following collection spots: resi- 
dence halls, the Union lobby on Feb. 
14 and 21 Irom 11am-2pm, or to the 
Health Center in room 170. 
$250 a day potential. 
Bartending. Training provided. 
1-800-293-3985 ext 541. 
500   Summer   Camp   Positions   - 
Norlheast.www. summercampem- 
ployment.com; 1-800-443-6428. 
Bartenders needed. Earn up to $250 
per day. No exp. necessary. Call 
(866)291-1884 6x1.423. 
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS-Norlh 
east Pennsylvania (6/19-8/17/08) 
Children's sleep-away camp. If you 
love children and wanl a caring, fun 
environment we need female staff 
for: Tennis. Golf, Gymnastics, Swim- 
ming, Team Sports, Cheerieading, 
Ropes. Drama, Waterskiing, Sailing, 
Ceramics. Photography. Videogra- 
phy, Silkscreen, Drawing & Painting, 
Batik, Prmtmaking. Sculpture, Callig- 
raphy. Guitar, Piano, Aerobics, Mar- 
tial Arts. Other positions: Group 
Leaders, Administrative, Nurses 
(RN's). On Campus Interviews April 
2nd. Apply on-line at 
VflYW.campwavn eoiris.com 
or call 1-800-279-3019 
Computer clerk 
. Must know Windows. Will train. 
888-883-3030 
Earn money lor spring break now! 
$14.15 base/appt. Guaranteed pay. 
Great tor resume. Work with other 
students. Scholarships/internships 
available. Conditions exist. Call now 
419-874-1327. www.zf9.com 
Summer a Full Time Positions 
Beautiful Lakefront Yachting Club 
seeks friendly team players. 









LINE COOKS/BANQUET PREP 
SAILCAMP COUNSELORS 
INCENTIVE PROGRAMS/ 
FLEXIBLE HRS/EXCELLENT PAY 
Interview NOW for best positions 
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY 
200 YACHT CLUB DRIVE 
ROCKY RIVER OH 44116 
440-333-1155 
ASK FOR KATHY/MARC 
Attention all students! Local office of 
international firm is hiring immedi- 
ately full/part-time in customer 
sales/service. $14.15 base/appt. 
Guaranteed pay. Flexible around 
classes. Call immediately 419-874- 
1327 www.workforstudents.com 
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE 
MONEY! Top boys sports camp in 
Maine, counselors to coach all 
sports: tennis, basketball, baseball, 
roller hockey, water-sports, rock- 
climbing, biking, golf. Have a great 
summer. (888)844-8080 apply at 
www.camDcedar.com 
SUMMER JOBS 
Female and male counselors need- 
ed tor top summer camp in Maine. 
Top Salary, room, board, laundry, 
clothing and travel provided. Must 
love children and have skill in one of 
more of the following activities: arch- 
ery, arts (ceramics, stained glass, 
jewelry), basketball, canoeing, 
kayaking, rowing (crew), dance (tap. 
pointe, jazz), field hockey, golf, gym- 
nastics (instructors), figure skating, 
ice hockey, horseback riding/English 
hunt seat, lacrosse, digital photogra- 
phy. vkJeographer, piano accompan- 
ist, pioneering/camp craft, ropes 
(challenge course) 25 stations, sail- 
ing, soccer, Softball, tennis, theatre 
(technicians, set design, costumer), 
volleyball, water-skiing (slalom, trick, 
barefoot, jumping) W S.IVswim in- 
structors, windsurfing, also opportu- 
nities for nurses, HTML/web design 
and secretaries 
Camp Vega For Girls! Come see us 
at camp_vega@yahoo.com or call 
us for more information at 1 -800- 
993-VEGA. We will be on your cam- 
pus tor information and to accept 
applications from I0am-3pm, on 
Wednesday. March 6th and Thurs- 
day, March 7th in Student Union 
room 318. No appointment necessa- 
ry. 
Doyle Marketing 
Looking for two professional individ- 
uals to do telemarketing two nights a 
week and Saturday mornings - great 
opportunity and resume builder 
Work times are flexible and could 
change. The pay rate is $lO/hr. 
Contact Michael Cavallaro O 419- 
891-3100 tor an interview 
The Ladies of Delta Zata 
are looking for House Stewards 
to help with dinner and cleanup. 
Call Tiffany O 4-1546 tor more info. 
The Wood Co. Prosecutor is accept- 
ing apps lor 30 hr/per/wk O $11 per 
sible for providing professional, ad- 
ministrative and organizational as- 
sistance to the YVP director & staff. 
Must be able to work independently 
and multi-task, possess strong oral 
and written skills, be detail oriented, 
and have excellent computer and 
database skills. Excellent MS Office 
skills a must May assist with special 
projects and functions requiring 
knowledge of organization, policies 
and procedures. Contact The Wood 
County Prosecutor's Office 354- 
9250. 
Wanl men willing to learn & work on 
wood floors including gym floors 
Starting when school is out for the 
summer until the middle of August. 
Work consists of operating equip- 
ment, including floor buffers & floor 
sanding machines Also, measuring, 
laying out and painting game lines & 
art work and applying gym floor fin- 
ish. We will thoroughly train you in 
all phases of the work. 
Job pays $8.00 per hour. You can 
expect between 40-50 hours per 
week. Hours can be flexible. 
Must be punctual and reliable Swill- 
ing to accept responsibility. Please 
contact Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or 
fax resume to 419-385-6483.. 
»»»»»»» + *****-¥^ **-¥•-¥•***** * + ****** 
f*************** 
Cla-Zcl Theatre 





Frl 5:00 7:30 10:00   12:13 
Sat Sun 5:00 7:30 10:00 
M .ni..K. in. HI Inc. 
2002/2003 LISTING 




Heinzsite Apt 413 E. Merry. 
1  BdrrrVAir Condition 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
Starts at $410* Utilities 
SPUING BREAK 
Best Airlines 
f IMIIDAIIUMS CMliS!s 
Best Prices & Best Parties 
Cancun. Acapulco, Mazatlan 
»   Jamaica Bahamas   ' 
' Florida. South Padre Island' 
GOFREELCAILNOW! 
1800 SURFS UP 
mwstudentexpresscOT 
March 1 and 2 at 8 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall ■ Moore Musical Arts Center i BGSU 
TICKETS: $8, $10, $12 
BCSU STUDENTS $S AT THE DOOR WITH VALID ID 
FOR TICKET INFORMATION. CALL (4191 372-8171 OR 18001589-2224 
IPSJM S®(D§ IL®a&9fflg 
MpnrFR MANOR APARTMENTS 
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people) 
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces, 
A/C, dishwashers, microwaves, and 
garbage disposals. 
!$gg© ®W ©!IP©OT 
with coupon for 
Apartments rented 1/17 - 2/27. 
(Discount taken per unit) 








Mon.-Fri. 9am - 5pm 
Saturday 9am - 1pm 
BGSU 
TRIVIA 
How thick is the 
ice at the BGSU 
Ice Arena??? 
"A 
A.  1"4 inches 
B. 2"" inches 
C. 3"4 inches 
D. 5 inches 
aoi em (0 ssaujpim 
em JOJ eouBJ eg) si seipui 
(,. l) jieq-euo pue euo 01 
(,, i) iftinoi-euo put? euo V 
GET YOUR MATES TOGETHER 
and lease from 
NEWI9VE 
Rentals 
TWO BfllBOOM APARTMENTS 
520 East Reed Street: 
Large furnished apartments 
across from Campus. 
FREE WATER & SEWER 
309 High Street: 
Unfurnished or furnished w/ 
patio or balcony. 
FREE GAS HEAT WATER I SEWER 
NEWIPVE -S.M- 
wvvvv.ncwlovcreallv.com 
Put your Bachelors degree to good use! 
Consider a career as an Occupational Therapist! 
Occupational therapists help people 
live fully - Daily life is what 
"occupation" is all about: 
Hospital-based rehabilitation 
School-based practice with children 
Injury prevention at workplaces 
Cognitive and psychiatric rehabilitation 
Consultation in the community 
Many other settings & innovative 
modefe 
Why study at the Medical 
College of Ohio? 
High national ranking for quality 
Relatively low cost 
Small class size 
Nationally recognized faculty 
Excellent Beldwork opportunities 
Latest technology /Excellent resources 
Impressive succe* of MCO graduates 
Applications for Fall 2002 admission are being accepted now. 
For information or to visit, 
call 419-383-4429 or 
Email mot@mco.edu. 
Check out our web site for detailed information: 
http://www.mco.edu/allh/ot/index.html 
CotofftofOMo 
12 Tuesday. February 19,2002 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
For Sale For Sale For Rent The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by 
'85 HONDA CIVIC AUTO., 4 DR. 
Runs Looks great Trouble Iree 
luture $1550 419-353-2301 
89 Acura Integra LS 5dr. Power win- 
dows/locks. AM/FM Cassette. Gray 
well-maintained. $2200 OBO 
419-352-9925 
96 Ford Contour Se 4dr 5sp.man- 
ual. excellent cond loaded w/alloy 
wheels. Leather, all power,moon 
root. Red well maint CD/prem 
sound. $5300 OBO 419-472-7694 
'99 Cougar V6. Sunroof, spoiler, all 
power, tinted windows. 354-7379 
Custom built executive home, for 
sale by owner, in a mature neighbor- 
hood. Walking distance from cam- 
pus. 4 bdrm, 2 hall-baths, 2 full- 
baths 2200* sq It & finished base- 
ment Call 353-0244 
Queen pillow top mattress set. 
New in plastic. Full warranty Retail 
$799 Sell $199. Can deliver 
Call 419-392-7465 
Full size pillow top mattress. New In 
plastic. Retail $599. Sell $179. Can 
deliver. Call 419-392-7465. 
Moving Sale Mattress for 4 sea- 
sons. Q. S2., dining, table w/4 
chairs. Solid oak table 6x3.5'. Dk 
blue couch, luxurious & comfortable. 
All items almost new! Lamps, 
shelves & many other things free. 
Selling all for $400. 419-352-5319. 
For Rent 
1 lower duplex. 
Vacant now. 
352-5822 
1,2*3 Bedroom Apartments 
9 & 12 month leases 
352-7454  
2 bedroom furnished apt 








(      Crow 6:30m) - Tlstn 
.\\ 2 eggs, 
\ I I   2 bacon or 2 sausages, 
'2 pancakes or toast, and 
hometries or 
coffee 
* 1021 S Main St .3S2-0I23 
Are you ready to 
quit smoking? 
We're ready to help. 
Participants are now 
being screened for a 
FREE smoking cessation 
program (to begin mid- 
March). 
If you would like more 
information, 
please contact the BGSU 
Behavioral Medicine Lab at 
(419)372-9296 
534 A S College-3 BR Duplex, 1 1/2 
Baths. AC. Avail. May 25. $825/mo. 
534 B S CoHege-3BR Duplex, 1 1/2, 
Barbs,AC Avail May 25. $825/mo. 
201 Qeorgia-2 BR House, base- 
ment, washer/dryer. Avail. August 
21$625/mo. 
128 Manville-4 BR House. 2 Baths. 
Avail. August 21  $1.l00/mo. 
316 Ridge Front-Large 2 BR Duplex 
Avail. May 30. $700/mo. 
316 Ridge Rear-1 BR Duplex. Avail 
May 17. $375/mo. 
217 S. College-3 BR House  Avail. 
May21.$675/mo. 
730 Elm-2 BR House. Avail. Aug. 1, 
$550/mo. 
734 Elm-Urge 2 BR, 2 Bath House 
Avail. August 21. $750/mo. 
At all properties, tenants pay utilit- 
ies, parental guarantees, security 
deposit equal to one month's rent. 
Rent collected quarterly Locally 
owned and managed. Please call 
EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd. at (419) 
354-4426. 
2002-03 1 & 2 bdrm at Georgetown 
Manor. Free heat, water, t sewer. 
1 & 3 bdrm at 616 2nd St. 
Call 419-354-9740 for more info. 
2 Subleasers needed. 
Furnished. 2 bed, 1 bath. 
Anne 352-6322. 
3 bedroom house 1/2 bfk from. 
BGSU off-street parking, Avail May 
10.125 Cnm St 734-789-8477. 
"Apts 4 rms avail., 1, 2, & 3 bdrm. 
Quiet area for collegiate study, new 
carpel, indiv. lease offered. Located 
300 block E. Merry. Rm avail, now, 
listing too 24-7 9 316 E. Merry »3, 
419-353-0325. 9-7. 
"Last large house available Close 
to campus, very quiet area, 2 kit., 
450 s.f. liv area, laundry rm., plenty 
of parking, & more. Loc. 211 E. 
Reed. Normally 5-6 studts. 
Call 419-353-0325. 
Apt. 3 bdrms 
Available now through May 15. 
352-5822. 
Avail for Fall Duplex: 1bdrm 
$350/mo -.Util & 3bdrm $650+ Utils 
or both for $1000/mo.+Utls. Near 
campus off-street parking. 
419-352-9925 
Houses & Apts. for 2002-03 school 
year. 12 mo. leases only-starting 
May 18,2002. 
322 E. Court-1bdrm-$395 includ. util 
415 E. Court «C-2 Br.-$520 .util 
609 5th St., 3 bdrm., $915 ♦ util. 
230 N. Enterprise-1 Br.$365 .util 
424 1/2 S. Summit-Effic.-$265 +util 
Steve Smith 419-352-8917 or 
419-308-2710. 
Prof, will share house w/prof. or 
grad studt. 5 bdrm, Ig. wooded lot, 2 
wood-burning fireplaces, faces golf- 
course. Lv msg. after 6. 352-5523 
Room available in historic house. 
Private entrance. No pets. $235 mo. 
352-9925 
Spacious 1 bdrm apt. downtown 
Subisr. wanted ASAP. Possible 
rental for next year. $375/mo. . 
utrtifies.Call 354-6354. 
Subleaser needed immed. Now until 
Aug. 2 bdrm. duplex in BG. Close 
to downtown. $6007mo. . utils. 
Call 257-1523. 
* if * Jf **¥¥ 
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par - jr   Hi 
1 Priests robe 
2 Flightless bird 
3 Brightly shining 
4 Fraternity (slang) 
5 Small boy 
6 Newspaper notice (abbr) 
7 Farm building 
8 Aboreal marsupial 
 Queene 
10 Tip end of grass 
11 Butterfly catcher 
16 Roman household deity 
18 Right now 
20 Contains shelves 
ACROSS 
1 Doctor's group (abbr) 
4 Lab necessity 
9 Ardent devotee 
12 Record 
13 Electronic medium 
14 Reverence 
15 Narrative poem 
17 Dormant 
19 Have supper 
20 Red 
21 What every teen wants 
23 Laugh sound 
24 Goodbye (Span) 
27 Hiding (slang) 
28 Sweetheart (slang) 
30 Atmosphere (prefix) 
31 Either's companion 
32 Christmas 
34 Prairie state (abbr.) 
35 Santa's laugh 
37 Burden 
38 Hawaiian food 
39 Parallel to 
41 To put Into (prefix) 
42 Beach granules 
43 Hat 
45 The sun 
46 Hold for money 
48 Yellow fruit 
51 Self 
52 Flower part 
54 Canvas bed 
55 Cry 
56 Wash away 
57 Direction (abbr) 
21 Hello (Hawaiian) 
22 Christmas song 
23 Angers headgear 
25 Hunter constellation 
26 Hard 
28 Jackson 
29 First garden 
32 Sharpens 
33 Argon symbol 
36 Associate with 
38 Royal residence 
40 Feel one's way 
42 Father's child 
44 Emergency (abbr.) 
45 Bargain 
46 Thing (Latin) 
47 Past 
48 Not good 
49 Not (prefix) 
50 Had dinner 
53 Preposition 
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Tuesday Comedy N|g' MWOT«« J Wjth Kej(h Lenh 
Upstairs at: & Dennjs pjpe 
..     C'Ahr— 9:00-10:30 
/•■"Vv—HI   l_ 5$ Cover 
****¥¥**¥***-***.l 
1 ™™™   GRAND OPENING 3 LOCATIONS 
TANNING CENTER'S NEWEST 
LOCATION 
434 E. WOOSTER 
(ABOVE DAIRY QUEEN) 
353-2844 
Serving BG since 198 
UK SUN CAPMIU 
HAM TNI MWI.SI 
BUI KS 
_     IN TOWN!     . 
The City of Bowling Green Porks and Recreation 
Department will be interviewing for several 
seasonal maintenance positions. Must be 18 
and possess valid driver's license. Salary range 
$7.00-$8.00 per hour. Application and job 
description available at the Park office in 
Woodland Mall.   , y^^^^f 
Ctly of Bowling Gteun is an Equal 
Opportunity Employer 
»  % * % \ \ % « 
-v Did you know... % 
^Apples, not caffeine, 
% are more efficient 
% at waking you up in 
\     the morning... 
^m-m-m-m applesltt,. 
» \ v \ \ -v %   » 
♦ Community Features ♦ 
♦ Sand volleyball & basketball court 
♦ State of  the art 24 hour 
computer center 
♦Game room with pool table 
♦ 24 hr. Cardiovascular fitness center 
♦ Resort style pool with hot tub 
706 Napoleon 
Bowling Green, OH 
353-5100 
www.suhenclave.com 
Open 7 Days a Week 
SMUNGUNMRSnY 
Onccow 
>V^ll>l St BGSU 
1   o Sterling 
1 University 
^Enclave 
'    704 Napoleon RMd 
Napoaon , i £} 




Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe 
Efficiencies & Large 1 Bdrms. 
Laundry on site 
Starts at $ 250/mo - 
Cell 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Hlllsdile Apt, 1082 Fairview 
1 & 2 Bdrms./ 3Bdrm Twnh 
Dishwasher/A/C/Garbage Disp 




710 N. Enterprise St. 
1 Bdrms/A/C 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
Starts at $410 + Utilities 
Management Inc. 
Blue House (The Jungle) 
120 MN. Prospect 
2 Bdrms 
Close to Downtown and College 
Starts at $675/Mo+ Utilities 
/(fEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Willow House Apt*. 
830 Fourth St. 
1 Bdrms/AIr Condition 
Garbage Disposal/ Dishwasher 
Starts at $400 ♦ Elec & Gas 
Stop by the office at 
1045 N. Main St. 
for complete listing or 
Call 353-5800 
http.V/www. wcnet.org/-mecca/ 
Open Mic Night 
18 & Over- 
No Cover Charge 
104 S. Main  ■  353-0988 
18 & Over 










803-815 8th St. 
2 bodroom-$550/mo -12 mo. lease 
Laundry facilities orvslte 
» Air/heat 
The Highlands 
220 Napoleon Rd. 
One bedroom loundry facilities 
In bldg., a/a quiet. 
$425/month 
The Homestead 
One and two bedroom A/C, 
on-sfle loundry, ceramic We, 
soundproof construction, skylights 
dBhwashers, vaulted ceilings 
From $510/month -12 month lease 
Additional Sites to Choose from: 
Liberty Street t Summit Hill 
Let us help you make a tough 
decision easy, can or stop by the\ 
office rOOAW 
Call 419-354-6036 
From 10:00-4:00 
